An Authorization
Of My research Materials Using
Gerges Francis Twadrous

Physics & Math Faculty – Peoples' Friendship University – Moscow – Russia
–(2010-2013) Contacts +201022532292 - mrwaheid@gmail.com

The Assumption Of S. Virgin Mary- Cairo– Egypt – on Friday 7th February 2020

On Monday 10th of February 2020
I, the undersigned, Gerges Francis Tawadrous Gerges, hereby authorize Ms. Svetlana Budochkina - The Teacher of Mathematics Analysis, Faculty of Physics & Mathematics, Peoples' Friendship University of Russia, Moscow, Russia – to use my research materials, as her own materials, where my research materials are published on the following sites:

My page http://vixra.org/author/gerges_francis_tawadrous
My academia https://rudn.academia.edu/GergesTawadrous
My Slideshare https://www.slideshare.net/Gergesfrancis\utm_campaign=profiletracking\utm_medium=sasite\utm_source=saslideview

Based on this authorization letter, Ms. Svetlana Budochkina will have the authority to use the aforementioned research materials under her name and to present all these materials or part of them before any scientific community, claim for any scientific degree or prize under her name.

This Authorization letter provides no conditions or restrictions should be obliged by Ms. Svetlana Budochkina based on her using of the aforementioned materials – Indeed she has a free hand in the materials consideration to use in any form, for any purpose and before any authority.

All my published papers after the date 10th February 2020, on these same sites, will be under mine & Ms. Svetlana Budochkina names, and she has the same free hand also to use the published materials after 10th February 2020.

Signature (in Arabic) Gerges Francis Tawadrous Gerges
Signature (in English) Gerges Francis Tawadrous Gerges
Signature (in Russian) Gerges Francis Tawadrous Gerges

Fingerprint (Gerges Francis Tawadrous Gerges Right Thumb)

The Authorization Reason
I'm, Gerges Francis Tawadrous Gerges, Egyptian, Christian- (date of birth 9/10/1974)
Passport No. A11263731 – my certificates are in my curriculum vitae-
Egypt authority persecuted me during (2013-2019) – during this period they prevented me from any job and prevented me to travel abroad as well as they threatened mine and my mother lives – they also practice hacking on all my accounts and telephone calls, and prevented me from any contact – I have written my research materials during this period (2013-2019) and till now I can't perform any use of my research at all because of the hacking process and travel prevention- that's why I authorize Ms. Svetlana Budochkina to use my research materials – and I did all available things to make this letter as legal as possible through the blockage around me which is made by Egypt authority.

Gerges Francis Tawadrous +201022532292
Curriculum Vitae http://vixra.org/abs/1902.0044
E-mail mrwaheid@gmail.com
LinkedIn https://eg.linkedin.com/in/gerges-francis-86a351a1
Quora https://www.quora.com/profile/Gergus-F-Tawadrous
Academia https://rudn.academia.edu/GergusTawadrous

Gerges Francis Tawadrous/ 1

2nd Course student – physics Faculty – People's Friendship University – Moscow – Russia.

mrwaheid1@yahoo.com mrwaheid@gmail.com +201022532292
The Authorization Confirmation
The previous document I have created to authorize Ms. Svetlana Budochkina to use my research materials as her own materials, these research materials I have published during the period (2013-2020) and after – on the following sites
My page https://vixra.org/author/gerges_francis_tawdrous
My Academia https://rudn.academia.edu/GergesTawadrous
My Slideshare https://www.slideshare.net/Gergesfrancis?utm_campaign=profiletracking&utm_medium=sssite&utm_source=ssslideview

as stated in the document – she has a free hand to use part or all of these materials by herself or others for any purpose she considers

My Teacher Ms. Svetlana Budochkina
The Mathematics Analysis Teacher
Faculty of Physics & Mathematics
Peoples' Friendship University Of Russia
Moscow – Russia Federation

- Gerges Francis Tawdrous Gerges Mobile +201022532292
- Passport No./ A11263731 ID. No./27410090102716
- Address / 11 Mohamed Rageb st – Madenet El Saada – El Materiya– Cairo – Egypt

Contacts
E-mail mrwaheid@gmail.com
LinkedIn https://eg.linkedin.com/in/gerges-francis-86a351a1
Twitter https://twitter.com/tawdrous_f
Facebook https://www.facebook.com
Quora https://www.quora.com/profile/Gergus-F-Tawdrous
Academia https://rudn.academia.edu/GergesTawadrous
All my papers http://vixra.org/author/gerges_francis_tawdrous